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Upper extremity joint stresses during walkerassisted ambulation in post-surgical patients
Estresse articular no membro superior durante marcha assistida por andador
em pacientes pós-cirúrgicos
Kevin J. McQuade1, Margaret Finley2, Anamaria S. Oliveira3

Abstract
Background: A walker is a common device prescribed for ambulatory assistance for individuals with balance difficulties or to reduce
lower extremity demands following injury or surgery. The long-term use of a walker imposes significant demands on the patient’s upper
extremities that may lead to increased risk for development of secondary conditions such as wrist, elbow or shoulder pain. Objective:
To describe the joint kinematics, forces and moments of the wrist, elbow and shoulder in a sample of twenty patients that were using a
walker as a result of total joint surgery of the hips and knees. Methods: Three-dimensional upper extremity kinematics were recorded
using a motion capture system synchronized with forces and torques transmitted through a walker instrumented with force transducers
in the handles. Results: Compressive forces were found to be nearly 20% of the body weight at each of the upper extremity joints, both
surgical and non-surgical sides, being the greatest force at the wrist and decreasing proximally. Compression forces were greater in the
non-surgical side limb at the wrist and at the elbow. Conclusion: Our findings indicated that loads on upper extremity joints associated
with the use of a walker for assisted ambulation are high and further studies are needed to address the cause-effect relationship
between the actual joint loading and the development of secondary musculoskeletal upper extremity complaints in more frail patients.
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Resumo
Contextualização: Um andador é um dispositivo frequentemente prescrito para auxiliar a marcha de indivíduos com dificuldades
de equilíbrio ou para reduzir demandas à extremidade inferior após cirurgia ou lesão. O uso prolongado de um andador impõe
significante demanda para a extremidade superior do paciente, o que pode levar a um risco aumentado de desenvolver condições
secundárias, como dor no punho, cotovelo e ombro. Objetivo: Descrever a cinemática articular, forças e momentos do punho, cotovelo
e ombro de uma amostra de 20 pacientes que faziam uso de um andador após cirurgia de substituição articular do joelho ou quadril.
Métodos: A cinemática tridimensional foi registrada usando um sistema de captura de movimento sincronizado com o registro de
transdutores de força, que mediam a força transmitida através do andador. Resultados: Este estudo revelou forças de até 20% do
peso corporal nos transdutores, com forças compressivas maiores do lado do membro inferior não operado, no punho e no cotovelo.
Conclusão: Os achados indicam que demandas no membro superior associadas ao uso de andador como dispositivo auxiliar da
marcha são grandes, e mais estudos são necessários para averiguar relações de causa-efeito entre as reais sobrecargas articulares
e o desenvolvimento de queixas musculoesqueléticas no membro de pacientes em condições de debilidade.
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Introduction
Common diagnoses associated with the prescription
of assistive devices such as walkers include hip fracture,
lower limb amputation, generalized deconditioning, stroke,
a variety of balance disorders and post operative hip and
knee joint replacement1. The highest demand for short-term
use of assistive devices are associated with rehabilitation of
lower extremity surgeries, when patients are just beginning
to be allowed of bearing their weight through the lower
extremities2-4.
Upper limb extremity conditions, such as carpal tunnel
syndrome5,6, median neuropathy7,8, stress fractures9 and upper
limb risk of pain10 were previously associated to chronic use
of ambulatory devices. However, little is known about the
stresses placed on the upper extremities during ambulation
with assistive devices.
There has been some evaluation of shoulder torques
during crutch ambulation indicating that high shoulder
extensor moments are required11. When crutches were used
incorrectly, 34% bodyweight was carried by the underarm.
Goh, Toh and Bose12 reported that this overload could cause
undue pressure over the neurovascular structures at the
axillary region. However, there are no studies on the use of
walkers. Bachschmidt, Harris and Simoneau13. demonstrated
high peak magnitudes of internal joint moments in upper
extremities of young healthy subjects using walkers to
perform three-point ambulation gait with non-weight bearing
and partial weight bearing at 10% and 50%.
In order to understand the acute demands on the upper
extremities of walker’s users, the objective of this study was to
describe the joint forces and moments of the wrist, elbow and
shoulder in a sample of patients that are using a walker as a
result of total joint surgery of the hips and knees.

Methods
Following reading and signing informed consent and
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
authorization documents approved by the University of
Mariland Internal Review Board, Baltimore, EUA [protocol
#0699118], individuals from nearest area, were enrolled in
the study after hip or knee joint replacement surgery. Twenty
patients, being 9 females and 11 males were included in this
study. Their average age was 67 years (range, 49–84 years),
average height of 1.7 m (range, 1.5–1.9 m), average weight of
90 kg (range, 56–110 kg) and average post-operative day at
data collecting procedure were 9 (range, 34–2) days. Eight of
those patients had undergone total hip replacement and 12

had total knee replacement. All subjects were in good health,
demonstrated functional upper extremity range of motion,
normal upper extremity function14 (4+/5 to 5/5), and intact
upper extremity sensation as measured by one physical
therapist. All of them had their postoperative pain level
relieved and controlled by non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAIDs).
Subjects were setup for three-dimensional gait analysis
using three active infra-red cameras (Optotrack®, Northern
Digital Inc., Waterloo, Ontario). Three-dimensional kinematics
of both upper extremities was collected at 100 Hz. Three noncollinear infrared light emitting diodes were attached to a rigid
platform that was then attached to each limb segment using
Velcro straps. Additional strapping of each limb was used to
fix markers and cables. Local coordinate reference frames
for the trunk, upper arm, forearm and hand were defined by
digitization of anatomical landmarks using a digitizing stylus
and specialized software (MotionMonitor™Innovative Sports
Training, Chicago, IL). Positive axes were defined by anterior
(x), lateral to the left (y) and superior (z). Three-dimensional
Euler angles were calculated for rotations about the segment
axes. Centroid calculation of digitized joint landmarks defined
the joint center of the wrist (midpoint of radial and ulnar styloid
process) and elbow (midpoint of medial and lateral epicondyle).
The shoulder joint center was defined by the centroid of the
anterior and posterior acromion and a point 5 cm inferior from
the line connecting the anterior and posterior edges of the
acromion.
Two commercial strain gauge transducers designed for
the measurement of forces and moments transmitted through
standard four-legs walkers (AMTI, Watertown, MA, USA) were
integrated into both walker’s handgrips. The instrumentation
of the walker added 1.2 kg to the overall weight of the walker.
Signals were amplified with MSA-6 strain gauge amplifier (AMTI,
Watertown, MA, USA) and synchronized with the kinematics.
Force transducer data was collected at 200 Hz and low pass
filtered using a 20 Hz recursive 4th order Butterworth filter. Net
joint forces, and moments and were calculated using standard
inverse dynamics methods using segment anthropometrics,
linear and angular kinematics, and the walker transducer
three-dimensional forces.
The walker transducers created an external force vector
analogous to the ground reaction force vector of a force
platform. The center of mass of the hand was used as the
point of application for the walker transducer forces. Joint
compressive forces were those forces acting in the direction of
the local segment long axis; anterior shear was represented by
joint forces along the anterior/posterior axes of the segment.
Joint moments were defined for Flexion/extension, Abduction/
Adduction and Internal/external rotation of the shoulder,
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Flexion/extension of the elbow, and for wrist flexion/extension,
and radial/ulnar deviation.
All volunteers have had previously instructed by one physical
therapist in the first post-operative day about how to use one
walker to ambulate. All were independent in using a standard
walker for mobility assistance following the joint replacement
surgery. In the Human Motion Laboratory the instrumented
walker’s handgrip height was adjusted to the height of each
subject. The instrumented walker was placed in front of the
patient so the walker’s back legs were aligned to volunteer’s
mid-foot. The handgrip was adjusted to the level of the greater
trochanter, ulnar styloid process, or volar wrist crease while
the elbow was positioned at 20-25 degrees of flexion when the
volunteer rested his/her hand on the handgrip15.
They were instructed to perform the three-one-point gait
pattern (Figure 1) with weight bearing as tolerated (WBAT).
During WBAT patients were instructed to determine the
amount of weight bearing that will occur on the involved
extremity, ranging from minimal to full, in which they were free
of pain15. Following subject set up for kinematic data collection,
subjects were instructed to ambulate ten feet at a self-selected
pace. They repeated this three times with rest between trials
as needed. We collected three complete strides per trial and
averaged the nine trials.
A complete walker step cycle was defined as beginning
of positive vertical hand transducer force greater than 10 N,
loading in the walker handles through pick up of the walker to
next initial loading (contact-swing-contact). This represented
0-100% of the walker step cycle. The left and right strides were
normalized with regards to the step cycle separately to consider
asymmetrical loading.

Statistical analysis
Forces and moments were normalized to the subject
body weight (BW). Peak values were calculated for sagittal
plane moments in the three studied joints. Compressive and
anterior shear peak forces were also calculated. All these
mean variables were compared between surgical and nonsurgical sides. Paired t-tests determined if differences existed
between the corresponding upper extremity of the surgical

lower limb and the non-surgical sides. Level of significance
was set at 5%.
The ensemble average of all subject´s data of normalized
hand force and joints angles were plotted against the
percentage of step up cycles, resulting in representative
kinetic and kinematic patterns of wrist, elbow, and shoulder
joints. Spearman Rank Correlation was used to determine if
a relationship existed between the total percentage of body
weight born through the walker and the number of postoperative days which had elapsed before testing. All statistics
were performed using the statistical package SPSS (version
11.5) for Windows.

Results
On average, the subjects weighted 46.1% (±13.9%) of
their body weight (BW) on their upper extremities during
ambulation, with 25.7 (±7.0%) of BW and 20.4 (±8.5%) of BW
being distributed toward the non-surgical and surgical side,
respectively. There was no significant correlation between
the number of days post-surgery with the variables total
loading (r=-0.19), non surgical limb (r=-0.53) and surgical limb
(r=-0.42).
No statistically significant difference was found between
the surgical and non-surgical side on the upper extremity joint
kinematics. The wrist was found to be near neutral at contact
and due to the progression of the forearm over the hand, the
radial deviation angle increased until near peak hand force,
then ulnar deviation was seen throughout the remainder of the
cycle. The elbows were in flexion at initial contact, extended
until peak hand loading, following which the elbows moved
into flexion until the end of the cycle. Shoulder angles began
in slight flexion and as the body progressed over the walker the
shoulders moved into extension until after the swing phase
started. Since there was no difference between the sides, the
two sides were averaged to present the combined generalized
profile of the ensemble averaged upper extremity kinematics of
all 20 subjects in Figure 2.
Peak forces at the hand transducer were greater in the
non-surgical side (Figure 3) however, no difference was found

affected foot
unaffected foot
base of support
walker

Figure 1. The three-one-point gait pattern showing sequence of movements for affected and unaffected feet and walker.
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Figure 2. Combined ensemble average of upper extremity primary angular
displacements for the wrist (radial/ulnar deviation) Elbow (flexion/extension)
and shoulder (flexion/extension) during walker ambulation (n=20).
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Figure 3. Ensemble average of hand transducer forces normalized for
body weight. Surgical versus non-surgical side (n=20).
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*Significant differences between mean data obtained from previous and post-surgery.

Figure 4. (A) Net joint compressive (vertical) forces on the upper extremity joints normalized to body weight. Surgical versus non-surgical side
(n=20). (B) Net internal principle joint moments of the upper extremity normalized to body weight. Surgical versus non-surgical side during walker
ambulation (n=20). Wrist ulnar deviation, Elbow extensor moment, and Shoulder extensor moments.
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in the total area during contact time (impulse) for the nonsurgical limb (surgical = 241.2±143.0 N/kg BW, non-surgical
= 273.2±108.8 N/kg BW). The compressive forces in the wrist
(p≤0.01) and elbow (p≤0.01) were found to be greater in the
non surgical side upper extremity (Figure 4A). Peak anterior
shear forces were also larger (p=0.02) for the non-surgical
side wrist. No difference was seen at the level of the shoulder
joint. Larger sagittal plane moments were found in wrist
(ulnar deviation, p=0.01) and elbow (extension, p≤0.01) for
the non-surgical limb as compared with the surgical side
upper extremity (Figure 4B).

Discussion
Compressive forces were found to be nearly 20% BW at each
of the upper extremity joints, both surgical and non-surgical
lower limb sides, being greatest at the wrist and decreasing
proximally. Because the upper extremity joints are functionally
and structurally designed for mobility rather than as weight
bearing joints, the use of these types of mobility devices
places increased demands on the user’s upper extremities16,17.
Individuals who chronically use their upper extremities for
weight bearing relief maneuvers demonstrate a high prevalence
of carpal tunnel syndrome and wrist pain5-8,18. While both wrist
and elbow problems are reported, shoulder pain is the most
common upper extremity orthopedic co-morbid condition in
long-term users of these types of devices19.
The upper extremity joint kinematic patterns reported in
this study are similar to those reported in previous research13.
The upper extremity patterns resemble those during normal
gait with extension of the proximal and distal joint and a
flexion-extension combination in the middle joint indicating
a synchrony of upper and lower extremities motion patterns
during the ambulation using a non-wheeled walker.
In agreement with a previous report13 the highest internal
joint moment was found at the elbow. When averaged across
both extremities, the sagittal plane joint moment for the elbow
(0.36±0.2 Nm/kg) was similar to comparative study values for
50% body weight loading10. However, the wrist (0.23±0.1 Nm/kg)
and shoulder (0.23±0.1 Nm/kg) moments were greater in the
current research than those reported by Bachschmidt, Harris
and Simoneau13. On the other hand, Pardo16 found larger ulnar
deviation moments (0.5 Nm/kg) when studying subjects with
lower limb amputation using a walker. This could be attributed
to the use of different axes definitions, normalization procedures,
and/or the use post-surgical patients as subjects, rather than
young, uninjured adults as participants.
An interesting finding was the asymmetry of the loading
magnitude in the correspondent non-surgical upper-limb side
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compared with the upper extremity loading in the surgical side.
Subjects consistently placed higher upper limb peak loads on
the side opposite of their surgical limb, resulting in higher
compressive forces at the wrist and the elbow. This was true
even though subjects were instructed by physical therapists
and self-reported they were using the walker symmetrically.
Although the absolute peak loads were greater, the impulse
loading was not found to be different, indicating that forces
on the surgical side upper extremity were applied over a longer
period of time. Potential for wear increases with both high peak
loads as well as from repetitive submaximal loads20-22. Debate
remains as to which factor: rate, magnitude or frequency of
loading is the most detrimental to the joint tissue23-25. Since
walker ambulation creates repetitive, asymmetrical loads of
both extremities, as well as greater peak loads on the nonsurgical side, we speculate that the potential for development
of upper extremity pathology would be greater on this limb.
However, it is unknown which biomechanical factor lead to
the development of secondary upper extremity pathologies in
individuals who use upper extremity weight bearing devices,
such as wheelchairs, canes and walkers.
A standard biomechanical model that could bring more
understanding of upper limbs motion and forces has being
investigated26,27. A properly biomechanical model may capture a
single joint; or a group of joints such as the shoulder, elbow and
wrist; or a combination of joints and an ambulatory aid, which
serves as the extension of the upper arm27. Unfortunately, due
to the complex nature of upper body movements, just recently
a three-dimensional biomechanical model for a thorough
investigating of loads impose to upper limbs as resulting of
crutch-assisted gait is available27.
Although the current subjects were post-surgical patients,
they were in good health with normal upper extremity strength
and function and utilized the walker for a reduction of lower
extremity weight-bearing of less than 50% BW. It has been
shown that upper extremity strength and joint pathology may
be important limiting factors for walker users2,16,28. Of concern is
that many walker users are frail, elderly individuals and may not
have the upper extremity strength to meet the higher demands
of walker use during rehabilitation of a hip fracture, for example.
This suggests that upper extremity strength may also need to be
addressed and incorporated into the rehabilitation program.

Conclusion
The results of this study indicate that demands on upper
extremity joints associated with the use of a walker for assisted
ambulation can reach as much 20% body weight. The torques
on the joints at the elbow tends to be the greatest suggesting
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high muscular demands of the elbow extensors and shoulder
extensors. From our analysis of the upper extremity weight
bearing loads, it can be determined that on average, the subjects
were only loading the surgical limb with 54% body weight.
Whether this amount of body weight can be considered to be
sufficient to facilitate optimal healing or is an excessive load

is unknown at this time. Further studies using a prospective
design are needed to address the cause-effect relationship
between the actual joint loading, rate of loading and the
development of secondary musculoskeletal upper extremity
complaints in frailer assistive device users.
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